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In this review we demonstrate physics potential of a photon linear collider by studying
the neutral Higgs-boson sector of the MSSM in which interesting CP-violating Higgs
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1. Introduction
The two-photon collision option of the International Linear e+e− Collider (ILC), a
photon linear collider (PLC), is using back-scattered laser photons off the incident
electrons and/or positrons. 1,2 A photon collider provides unique capabilities for
probing new physics appearing in neutral spin-zero particles such as neutral Higgs
bosons in the Standard Model (SM) and its Minimal Supersymmetric extension,
MSSM. 3 The fact that the two-photon energy can reach about 80 % of the e+e−
center-of-mass (c.m.) energy and the two-photon luminosity can be comparable to
or even larger than that of e+e− collisions makes it easy to produce Higgs bosons
copiously as s-channels resonances at the PLC. Especially, a capability of controlling
polarizations of the colliding photons makes the PLC an ideal machine to probe CP
properties of the Higgs bosons. In this review, to demonstrate physics potential
of the PLC, we investigate the neutral Higgs-boson sector of the MSSM in which
CP-violating mixing among scalar and pseudo-scalar states could be radiatively
induced.
This review is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a basic mechanism of
generating polarized back-scattered laser photons at the ILC. We explicitly show the
helicity-dependent γγ luminosity as well as the mean polarization of two colliding
photon beams. In Sec. 3, we briefly review the Higgs-sector CP violation in the
MSSM induced by the CP-violating phases of the soft SUSY breaking terms. Section
4 and Section 5 are devoted to CP violation in s-channel production of Higgs bosons
and in the process γγ → f f¯ , respectively. Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
1
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2. A Photon Collider
e−(Pe)
e±(P˜e)
γ(Pc, Pt, κ)
γ(P˜c, P˜t, κ˜)
γ1(ζi)
γ2(ζ˜i)
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a γγ collider. Polarizations of the initial electron and positron
beams are denoted by Pe and P˜e, respectively. For initial laser photons: Pc and P˜c are degrees of
circular polarization or mean photon helicity, Pt and P˜t the degrees of linear polarization, and
κ and κ˜ the azimuthal angles of the direction of the maximum linear polarizations. The mean
polarizations of the colliding photon beams are denoted by the Stokes parameters ζi and ζ˜i, see
Eq. (8).
The ideal luminosity of the PLC, from the Compton back-scattering of laser pho-
tons, is given by 1
d2Lγγ
dy1dy2
= f(y1)f(y2)Lee (1)
where
yi ≡ Eγi/Eb (2)
with the electron beam energy Eb =
√
s/2. Here s is the invariant ILC energy
squared and yi vary between 0 and ymax = x/(1 + x). The machine parameter x
depends on Eb and the laser-photon energy ω0:
x =
4Eb ω0
m2e
= 15.3
(
Eb
TeV
)(ω0
eV
)
. (3)
The function f(y1) in Eq. (1) is given by
f(y1) =
1
σc
dσc
dy1
=
2πα2
σcxm2e
[1/(1− y1) + (1− y1)− 4r(1− r) − rx(2r − 1)(2− y1)PePc]
(4)
where
r ≡ y1
x(1− y1) → 1 as y1 → ymax (5)
and Pe and Pc are polarizations of the initial electron and laser photon beams,
respectively, see Fig. 1. For example, (Pe, Pc) = (+1,+1) means the right-handed
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electron and laser photon. For a second photon γ2, f(y2) can be obtained by re-
placing (Pe, Pc) with (P˜e, P˜c). The total Compton cross-section σc in Eq. (4), which
is independent of y but depends on the initial electron (positron) and laser-photon
polarizations, is given by
σc ≡ σ0c + PePc σ1c ,
σ0c =
2πα2
xm2e
[(
1− 4
x
− 8
x2
)
log(x+ 1) +
1
2
+
8
x
− 1
2(x+ 1)2
]
,
σ1c =
2πα2
xm2e
[(
1 +
2
x
)
log(x+ 1)− 5
2
+
1
x+ 1
− 1
2(x+ 1)2
]
. (6)
The photon-photon luminosity (1) can be rewritten as
1
Lee
dLγγ
dτ
=
∫ ymax
τ/ymax
dy′
y′
f(y′)f(τ/y′) (7)
where τ ≡ sˆ/s with sˆ being the c.m. energy of colliding photons γ1 and γ2.
y = Eγ / Eb
f(y
)
x = 4.8
z = √ τ
(1/
L e
e 
)   
dL
γγ
 
/ d
z
x = 4.8
0
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Fig. 2. Photon energy spectrum (left frame) and spectral luminosity of γγ collisions (right frame).
In the left frame, the solid black line is for Pe ·Pc = 0, the dashed red line for Pe ·Pc = −1, and the
dotted blue line for Pe ·Pc = 1. In the right frame, (Pe ·Pc, ePe · ePc) = (0, 0), (−1,−1), (1, 1), and
(0,−1) for the solid black, dashed red, dotted blue, and dash-dotted magenta lines, respectively.
In Fig. 2, we show f(y) as a function of y = Eγ/Eb and
1
Lee
dLγγ
dz as a function
of z ≡ √τ for various combinations of initial polarizations Pe ·Pc and P˜e · P˜c taking
x = 4.8. Note that the functions with Pe · Pc = P˜e · P˜c = −1 (dashed lines) have
peaks in the hard photon region.
The polarization of the colliding photon beam is given by the Stokes parameters
ζi (ζ˜i) which describe polarization transfer from the initial laser light and electron
(positron) to the colliding photon: ζ2 is the degree of circular polarization and
(ζ3, ζ1) are the degrees of linear polarization transverse and normal to the plane
defined by the electron direction and the direction of the maximal linear polarization
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of the initial laser light. The mean polarization is given by
ζi =
Ci
C0
(8)
where, explicitly,
C0 =
1
1− y + 1− y − 4r(1− r) − rx(2r − 1)(2− y)PePc =
(
2πα2
σcxm2e
)−1
f(y)
C1 = 2r
2Pt sin 2κ
C2 = rx[(1 + (1− y)(2r − 1)2]Pe − (2r − 1)( 1
1− y + 1− y)Pc
C3 = 2r
2Pt cos 2κ (9)
where Pc, Pt, and κ are for the polarization states of the laser photon. Similar
relations can be obtained for ζ˜i by replacing (Pc, Pt, κ) with (P˜c, P˜t,−κ˜), see Fig. 1.
y
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Fig. 3. The mean helicity of the colliding photon beam ζ2 and the γγ luminosity functions
(1/Lee) dLλ1λ2/dz when Pe · Pc = ePe · ePc = −1 and x = 4.8. The upper indices of the lumi-
nosity functions denote the helicity combinations of the colliding photon beams. The solid (black)
and dashed (red) lines are for Pe = ePe = +1 and −1, The thin dash-dotted (magenta) lines are
for the unpolarized luminosity given by Eq. (7) or (1/Lee)
P
λ1 ,λ2=±
dLλ1λ2/dz.
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The mean helicity of the colliding photon beam ζ2 and the γγ luminosity func-
tions for four combinations of helicities are shown in Fig. 3 when Pe ·Pc = P˜e · P˜c =
−1 taking x = 4.8. The γγ luminosity function for the helicity combination (λ1, λ2)
is given by
1
Lee
dLλ1λ2
d
√
τ
=
( 〈00〉τ + λ1〈20〉τ + λ2〈02〉τ + λ1λ2〈22〉τ
4
)(
2πα2
σγ1c xm2e
)(
2πα2
σγ2c xm2e
)
(10)
where σγic is the Compton scattering cross-section given in Eq. (6) and the
polarization-correlation is defined as
〈ij〉τ ≡ 2
√
τ
∫ ymax
τ/ymax
dy′
y′
Ci(y
′)Cj(τ/y
′) . (11)
From Fig. 3, we observe that the mean helicity of a colliding photon is the same as
that of the electron at high energy in this case, i.e. Pe · Pc = P˜e · P˜c = −1. Also
note that the luminosity functions for (λ1 , λ2) = (± ,±) have peaks at high z when
Pe = P˜e = ±, see the solid (dashed) line in the upper-right (lower-right) frame of
Fig. 3.
3. CP Violation in the MSSM Higgs Sector
Any phenomenologically viable SUSY model requires soft SUSY breaking terms
which break SUSY without spoiling the SUSY resolution to the hierarchy problem.
There are three types of soft SUSY breaking terms appearing in the MSSM:
• Gaugino mass terms:
1
2
(
M3 g˜
ag˜a +M2 W˜
iW˜ i +M1 B˜B˜ + h.c.
)
, (12)
where M3 is a gluino mass parameter of the gauge group SU(3)c and M2
and M1 are wino and bino mass parameters of the gauge groups SU(2)L
and U(1)Y , respectively.
• Trilinear A terms:
u˜∗R huAu Q˜H2 − d˜∗R hdAd Q˜H1 − e˜∗R heAe L˜H1 + h.c. , (13)
where Q˜ and L˜ are SU(2)L doublet squark and slepton fields and u˜R, d˜R,
and e˜R are SU(2)L singlet fields.
• Scalar mass terms:
Q˜†M2eQ Q˜+ L˜
†M2eL L˜+ u˜
∗
RM
2
eu u˜R + d˜
∗
RM
2
ed
d˜R + e˜
∗
RM
2
e e˜R
+m22H
∗
2H2 +m
2
1H
∗
1H1 − (m212H1H2 + h.c.) . (14)
One crucial observation is that all the massive parameters appearing in the soft
SUSY breaking terms can be complex containing nontrivial CP-violating phases.
Together with the phase of the Higgsino mass parameter µ of the term −µH1H2
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in the superpotential, all the physical observables depend on the CP phases of the
combinations Arg[Mi µ (m
2
12)
∗] and Arg[Af µ (m
2
12)
∗]. 4,5 a
An interesting phenomenological result of the CP-violating phases is that loop
effects mediated dominantly by third-generation squarks with large Yukawa cou-
plings may lead to sizeable violation of the tree-level CP invariance of the MSSM
Higgs potential, giving rise to significant Higgs scalar–pseudoscalar transitions.6,7,8
The size of the CP-violating mixing is proportional to
3
16π2
ℑm(Afµ)
m2
f˜2
−m2
f˜1
(15)
with f = t, b. At two-loop level, the gluino mass parameter becomes relevant, for ex-
ample, through the possibly important threshold corrections to the top- and bottom-
quark Yukawa couplings.
One consequence of the CP-violating mixing among three MSSM neutral Higgs
bosons is that the couplings of Higgs bosons to the SM and SUSY particles are
significantly modified. Accordingly the loop-induced Higgs boson couplings to two
photons, which receive contributions from all types of charged particles, are largely
affected. The amplitude for the production process γγ → Hi can be written as
MγγHi = −
αsˆ
4π v
{
Sγi (sˆ) (ǫ1⊥ · ǫ2⊥)− P γi (sˆ)
2
sˆ
〈ǫ1ǫ2k1k2〉
}
, (16)
where k1,2 are the momenta of the two photons with (k1 + k2)
2 = sˆ and ǫ1,2 the
wave vectors of the corresponding photons, ǫµ1⊥ = ǫ
µ
1 − 2kµ1 (k2 · ǫ1)/sˆ, ǫµ2⊥ = ǫµ2 −
2kµ2 (k1 · ǫ2)/sˆ and 〈ǫ1ǫ2k1k2〉 ≡ ǫµνρσ ǫµ1 ǫν2kρ1kσ2 . The scalar and pseudoscalar form
factors, retaining only the dominant loop contributions from the third–generation
(s)fermions, charginos, W± and charged Higgs bosons, are given by
Sγi (sˆ) = 2
∑
f=τ,b,t,χ˜±
1
,χ˜±
2
NC Q
2
f gfg
S
Hif¯f
v
mf
Fsf (τf )
−
∑
f˜j=t˜1,t˜2,b˜1,b˜2,τ˜1,τ˜2
NC Q
2
fgHif˜∗j f˜j
v2
2m2
f˜j
F0(τf˜j )
−g
HiV V
F1(τW )− g
HiH
+H−
v2
2M2H±
F0(τH±) ,
P γi (sˆ) = 2
∑
f=τ,b,t,χ˜±
1
,χ˜±
2
NC Q
2
f gfg
P
Hif¯f
v
mf
Fpf (τf ) , (17)
where τx = sˆ/4m
2
x, NC = 3 for (s)quarks and NC = 1 for (s)taus and charginos,
respectively. For the form factors Fsf , Fpf , F0, and F1 and the couplings gf , g
S,P
Hiff
,
gHif˜∗j f˜j
, g
HiV V
, and g
HiH
+H−
, we refer to Ref. 9.
For numerical examples, we are going to consider two scenarios:
aIn this review, we are going to take the convention of Arg(m2
12
) = 0 while keeping the explicit
dependence of Arg(µ).
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• CPX scenario10
MQ˜3 =MU˜3 =MD˜3 =ML˜3 =ME˜3 =MSUSY ,
|µ| = 4MSUSY , |At,b,τ | = 2MSUSY , |M3| = 1 TeV . (18)
The parameter tanβ, the charged Higgs-boson pole mass MH± , and the
common SUSY scale MSUSY can be varied. For CP phases, taking Φµ = 0
and a common phase ΦA = ΦAt = ΦAb = ΦAτ for A terms, we have two
physical phases to vary: ΦA and Φ3 = Arg(M3).
• Trimixing scenario11 b
tanβ = 50, MH± = 155 GeV,
MQ˜3 =MU˜3 =MD˜3 =ML˜3 =ME˜3 =MSUSY = 0.5 TeV,
|µ| = 0.5 TeV, |At,b,τ | = 1 TeV, |M2| = |M1| = 0.3 TeV, |M3| = 1 TeV,
Φµ = 0
◦, Φ1 = Φ2 = 0
◦ , (19)
and we have two varying phases: ΦA and Φ3. In this scenario, all the three-
Higgs states mix significantly with their widths larger than the mass dif-
ferences. For example, for (ΦA,Φ3) = (90
◦,−90◦), the code CPsuperH9
generates c
MH1 = 118.3 GeV, MH2 = 119.9 GeV, MH3 = 123.6 GeV,
ΓH1 = 1.27 GeV, ΓH2 = 7.55 GeV, ΓH3 = 7.60 GeV. (20)
4. CP Violation in s-channel Production of Higgs Bosons
In the two-photon c.m. coordinate system with one photon momentum k1 along the
positive z direction and the other one k2 along the negative z direction, the wave
vectors ǫ1,2 of two photons are given by
ǫ1(λ) = ǫ
∗
2(λ) =
1√
2
(0,−λ,−i, 0) , (21)
where λ = ±1 denote the right and left photon helicities, respectively. Inserting
the wave vectors into Eq. (16) we obtain the production helicity amplitude for the
photon fusion process as follows:
MHiλ1λ2 =
αM2Hi
4π v
{
Sγi (M
2
Hi) + iλ1P
γ
i (M
2
Hi)
}
δλ1λ2 , (22)
with λ1,2 = ±1, yielding the absolute polarized amplitude squared 13,14
|MHi |2 = |MHi |20
{
[1 + ζ2ζ˜2] +A1
[
ζ2 + ζ˜2
]
+A2
[
ζ1ζ˜3 + ζ3ζ˜1
]
−A3
[
ζ1ζ˜1 − ζ3ζ˜3
]}
,
(23)
bFor an explicit example of the two nearly degenerate heavy Higgs bosons, we refer to Ref. 12.
cThese values are slightly different from those given in Ref. 11 due to improvements in the calcu-
lation of the neutral Higgs-boson pole masses and the treatment of threshold corrections.
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with the Stokes parameters {ζi} and {ζ˜i} (i = 1, 2, 3) of two photon beams, respec-
tively. The first factor in Eq. (23) is the unpolarized amplitude squared;
|MHi |20 =
1
4
{∣∣∣MHi++∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣MHi−−∣∣∣2} = 12
{
|Sγi |2 + |P γi |2
}
. (24)
and three polarization asymmetries AHij (j = 1, 2, 3) for each Hi are defined in
terms of the helicity amplitudes and expressed in terms of the form factors Sγi and
P γi as
AHi1 =
∣∣∣MHi++∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣MHi−−∣∣∣2∣∣∣MHi++∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣MHi−−∣∣∣2 =
2ℑm(Sγi P γi ∗i )
|Sγi |2 + |P γi |2
,
AHi2 =
2ℑm(MHi ∗−− MHi++)∣∣∣MHi++∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣MHi−−∣∣∣2 =
2ℜe(Sγi P γi ∗i )
|Sγi |2 + |P γi |2
,
AHi3 =
2ℜe(MHi ∗−− MHi++)∣∣∣MHi++∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣MHi−−∣∣∣2 =
|Sγi |2 − |P γi |2
|Sγi |2 + |P γi |2
. (25)
In the CP-invariant theories with real couplings, the form factors Sγi and P
γ
i cannot
exist simultaneously and they should satisfy the relations; AHi1 = AHi2 = 0 and
AHi3 = +1(−1) depending on whether the Higgs boson is a pure CP-even (CP-odd)
state. In other words, AHi1 6= 0, AHi2 6= 0 and/or |AHi3 | < 1 ensure that Hi is a
mixture of CP-even and CP-odd states, implying CP violation. We note that both
circularly and transversely polarized initial laser beams are needed to measure all
three polarization asymmetries, see Eqs. (8) and (9). Finally, the s-channel Higgs-
boson production γγ → Hi is given by
σ(γγ → Hi) = σˆ0(Hi) δ(1 −M2Hi/sˆ) =
α2
32πv2
(|Sγi |2 + |P γi |2) δ(1−M2Hi/sˆ) , (26)
where α2em/32πv
2 ∼ 4 fb.
In Fig. 4, we show the cross-section σˆ0(Hi) and three polarization asymmetries
AHi1,2,3 as functions of Higgs-boson masses taking the CPX scenario. We observe
sizeable effects of CP violation in all three polarization asymmetries except AH11,2,3
in the decoupling limit MH±
>∼ 200 GeV. Moreover, the polarization asymmetries
AHi1 and AHi2 are complementary in the sense that one asymmetry is large where
the other one is small.
5. CP Violation in γγ → f¯f
In this section, we study the processes γγ → f f¯ including the QED continuum
background as well as the Higgs contribution. 15,16,17,18,19
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Fig. 4. The parton cross-section σˆ0(Hi) in units of fb and three polarization asymmetries AHi1,2,3
as functions of each Higgs-boson mass for the CPX scenario taking tan β = 5, MSUSY = 500
GeV, and ΦA = Φ3 = 90
◦.
γ
µ
k1, ǫ1(λ1)
γ
ν
k2, ǫ2(λ2)
f
p1, σ
f¯
p2, σ¯
ν
µ
Fig. 5. Feynman diagrams contributing to the tree-level QED background, introducing our defi-
nitions of the initial-state photon and final-state fermion momenta and helicities.
5.1. Helicity Amplitudes
The tree-level Feynman diagrams for the QED process γγ → f¯ f are shown in Fig. 5.
In the two-photon c.m. system, the helicity amplitudes for the QED production of
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a fermion-antifermion pair take the forms:
MC = 4παQ2f 〈σ σ¯;λ1 λ2〉C , (27)
where
〈σ σ;λλ〉C = 4mf√
sˆ
1
1− β2fc2θ
(λ+ σβf ) ; 〈σ σ;λ − λ〉C = −4mf√
sˆ
s2θ
1− β2fc2θ
σβf ;
〈σ − σ;λλ〉C = 0 ; 〈σ − σ;λ − λ〉C = −2βf sθ
1− β2fc2θ
(σλ+ cθ) . (28)
We use the abbreviations sθ ≡ sin θ and cθ ≡ cos θ with θ the angle between p1
and k1, and βf ≡
√
1− 4m2f/sˆ with sˆ = (k1 + k2)2 = (p1 + p2)2. We allow for
independent and measurable polarizations λ1,2 of the initial-state photons and σ¯, σ
of the final-state fermion-antifermion pair. We note that the last amplitude in (28)
with completely different helicity states is the least important, since the Higgs-
mediated diagram is nonvanishing only when the helicities of photons and/or those
of final fermions are equal.
γ
γ
Hi Hj
f¯
f
p2 , σ¯
p1 , σk2 , ǫ2(λ2)
k1 , ǫ1(λ1)
k1 + k2
Fig. 6. Mechanisms contributing to the process γγ → H1,2,3 → f¯f , including off-diagonal ab-
sorptive parts in the Higgs-boson propagator matrix.
The helicity amplitudes of the process γγ → H → f¯f , see Fig. 6, are given by
MH = αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
〈σ;λ1〉Hδσσ¯δλ1λ2 , (29)
where the reduced amplitude d
〈σ;λ〉H = −
3∑
i,j=1
[Sγi (sˆ) + iλP
γ
i (sˆ)] Dij(sˆ) (σβfg
S
Hj f¯f
− igPHj f¯f ), (30)
dHere we have corrected an error in the overall sign of the amplitude. 18
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is a quantity given by the Higgs-boson propagator matrix Dij(sˆ) combined with the
production and decay vertices. In the calculation of the propagator matrix Dij(sˆ),
we have fully included the off-diagonal absorptive parts which cannot be neglected
when two or more MSSM Higgs bosons contribute simultaneously to the process
under consideration. 11,20
We note the following properties of the γγ → f¯f helicity amplitudes under the
CP transformation:
〈σ σ¯;λ1 λ2〉 CP↔ (−1)(−1)(σ−σ¯)/2〈−σ¯ − σ;−λ2 − λ1〉. (31)
Also interesting are the properties under the CPT˜ transformation, where T˜ reverses
the signs of the spins and the three-momenta of the asymptotic states, without
interchanging initial and final states, and the matrix element gets complex conju-
gated:
〈σ σ¯;λ1 λ2〉 CP
eT↔ (−1)(−1)(σ−σ¯)/2〈−σ¯ − σ;−λ2 − λ1〉∗. (32)
Evidently, the QED helicity amplitudes (28) are even under both the CP and CPT˜
transformations. On the other hand, the simultaneous presence of {Sγi , P γi } and/or
{gS
Hj f¯f
, gP
Hj f¯f
} would signal CP violation in the Higgs-boson-exchange amplitude
(30), and nonvanishing absorptive parts from the vertices and the propagators could
also lead to CPT˜ violation in the Higgs-exchange diagram.
5.2. Identical Photon and Fermion Helicities
The most appealing case may be that of identical photon and fermion helicities due
to the mf suppression of the large QED background (28) and the relative easiness
in controlling the mean helicities of the colliding photon beams and measuring the
longitudinal polarizations of the final fermions. In this case the amplitude may be
written as
MIσλ = MC |σ¯=σ,λ1=λ2=λ +MH =
αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
〈σ;λ〉 (33)
where MC and MH are given in Eqs. (27) and (29), respectively. The amplitude
〈σ;λ〉 consists of two terms as
〈σ;λ〉 ≡ 〈σ;λ〉H +R(sˆ)f(θ)〈σ;λ〉C , (34)
where R(sˆ) = 64π2Q2f v
2/sˆ, f(θ) = 1/(1−β2fc2θ), and 〈σ;λ〉C = λ+σβf , see Eq. (28).
We note that 〈σ = ∓;λ = ±〉C = ±(1− βf ), which vanishes in the limit mf → 0.
Depending on the different combinations of helicities of the initial-state photons
and final-state fermions, we have four differential cross-sections:
dσˆσλ
dcθ
=
βfNC
32πsˆ
∣∣MIσλ∣∣2 (35)
where σ , λ = ± . After integrating them over cθ, we have the cross-sections
σˆσλ =
βfNC
32π
(αmf
4πv2
)2
Yσλ (36)
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with the sˆ-dependent functions
Yσλ ≡
∫ zf
−zf
dcθ |〈σ;λ〉|2 (37)
= 2
{
zf |〈σ;λ〉H |2 +R(sˆ)2 F zf1 |〈σ;λ〉C |2 +R(sˆ)F zf2 ℜe [〈σ;λ〉H〈σ;λ〉∗C ]
}
.
The functions F
zf
1 and F
zf
2 are given by
F
zf
1 =
1
2
∫ zf
−zf
dcθf
2(θ) =
zf
2(1− z2fβ2f )
+
ln
1+zfβf
1−zfβf
4βf
,
F
zf
2 =
∫ zf
−zf
dcθf(θ) =
ln
1+zfβf
1−zfβf
βf
. (38)
Note that we have introduced an experimental cut on the fermion polar angle θ :
| cos θ| ≤ zf and cos θfcut = zf . Experimentally, we cannot measure the final state
fermion if it has too small angle θ outside the coverage of detectors. This angular
cut has significant effects in the cases of light fermions, f = µ, τ , and b, since the
QED continuum differential cross-section dσˆC/dcθ is peaked in the forward and
backward directions. This makes the cross-section σˆC , or F
zf
1 , strongly depend on
zf when the final fermions are light:
σˆC ≡ βfNC
16π
(αmf
4πv2
)2
R(sˆ)2 F
zf
1
∑
σ,λ=± |〈σ;λ〉C |2
4
. (39)
Actually the QED cross-sections are suppressed by factors of about 5000 and 20 for
f = µ and f = τ cases, respectively, by imposing θµ,τcut = 130 mrad angle cut (zµ,τ ≃
0.99) when
√
sˆ = 120 GeV. For b-quark case, the suppression factor is about 30
imposing θbcut = 280 mrad (zb ≃ 0.96). On the other hand, the Higgs-mediated cross-
section and the QED continuum cross-section for top quarks are hardly affected by
the polar angle cut. The introduction of the polar angle cut, therefore, greatly
enhance the significance of the Higgs-mediated process with respect to the QED
continuum one for f = µ , τ , and b.
The CP and CPT˜ parities of the polarization-dependent cross sections σˆσλ (36)
can easily be obtained by observing that
Yσλ CP↔ Y−σ−λ , Yσλ CP
eT↔ Y−σ−λ , (40)
which are derived from (31) and (32). Based on this observation, we can construct
two CP-violating cross-sections in terms of σˆσλ:
∆ˆ1 ≡ σˆ++ − σˆ−− , ∆ˆ2 ≡ σˆ+− − σˆ−+ , (41)
or, equivalently, the two linear combinations
(∆ˆ1 + ∆ˆ2) =
∑
λ=±
(σˆ+λ − σˆ−λ) , (∆ˆ1 − ∆ˆ2) =
∑
σ=±
(σˆσ+ − σˆσ−) . (42)
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Note that the CP-violating cross-section (∆ˆ1 − ∆ˆ2) can be determined without
measuring the helicities of the final-state fermions. Finally, the unpolarized total
cross-section is given by
σˆtot =
1
4
(σˆ++ + σˆ−− + σˆ+− + σˆ−+) . (43)
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Fig. 7. The cross-sections σˆtot and (∆ˆ1 − ∆ˆ2)/4 and the CP asymmetry A0 as functions of√
sˆ for the processes γγ → b¯b (upper frames) and γγ → µ+µ− (lower frames) in the trimixing
scenario with (ΦA,Φ3) = (90
◦,−90◦). The continuum cross-sections σˆC are also shown in the
left frames as dotted lines. The three Higgs masses are indicated by vertical lines.
First we consider the processes γγ → b¯b and γγ → µ+µ− in which the helicities
of the final-state fermions cannot be measured. In Fig. 7, we show the cross-sections
σˆtot and (∆ˆ1 − ∆ˆ2)/4 and the CP asymmetry A0 defined by
A0 ≡ ∆ˆ1 − ∆ˆ2
4 σˆtot
. (44)
Assuming an integrated γγ luminosity of 100 fb−1, and high efficiency for b-quark
reconstruction, we may expect more than ten thousand events with the total cross-
section larger than ∼ 0.1 pb in the process γγ → b¯b. This would enable one to
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probe CP asymmetry at the 1 % level or less. For the process γγ → µ+µ− we
expect to have a few hundred events with a 100 fb−1 integrated γγ luminosity.
The CP asymmetry A0 can be probed only when it is larger than a few %. But,
differently from the γγ → b¯b process, the good resolution in the muon invariant
mass enables us to examine the
√
sˆ dependence of the cross-sections and the CP
asymmetry.
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Fig. 8. The cross-sections σˆσλ (upper frames) and the CP asymmetries A1,2 (lower frames)
as functions of
√
sˆ for the processes γγ → τ+τ− in the trimixing scenario with (ΦA,Φ3) =
(90◦,−90◦). The solid lines are for σˆ++ and σˆ+− and the dashed lines for σˆ−− and σˆ−+ in the
upper two frames. The continuum cross-section σˆC is also shown in the upper-left frame as a
dotted line. The three Higgs masses are indicated by vertical lines.
In the process γγ → τ+τ−, the polarizations of final tau leptons can be measured
through its decays. In Fig. 8, we show the cross-sections σˆσλ in (36) in the upper
frames. When σ = λ (upper-left frame), the cross-sections are around 2-4 pb and we
observe the sizable difference between σˆ++ (solid) and σˆ−− (dashed), which is just
the ∆ˆ1. When σ 6= λ (upper-right frame), the cross-sections are peaked between
MH1 and MH2 with their sizes of about 1.6 pb (σˆ+−) and 0.6 pb (σˆ−+) as shown
by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Again we see a sizable difference between
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the two cross-sections, which is the CP-violating cross-section ∆ˆ2. One may define
two CP-odd asymmetries as:
A1 ≡ ∆ˆ1
σˆ++ + σˆ−−
, A2 ≡ ∆ˆ2
σˆ+− + σˆ−+
. (45)
Assuming 10,000 γγ → τ+τ− events after applying some experimental cuts to
reconstruct the tau leptons and their polarizations, CP-odd asymmetries larger
than 1 % could be measured.
5.3. Initial and Final Spin-spin Correlations
The polarizations of the final fermions can be measured in the processes such as
γγ → τ+τ−, t¯t, χ+i χ−j , χ0iχ0j , etc. In this case, one can construct a lot of observables
through initial and final spin-spin correlations. It is convenient to consider two cases
separately: (i) identical fermion helicities, σ = σ¯ and (ii) identical photon helicities,
λ = λ1 = λ2.
5.3.1. Identical fermion helicities: initial photon spin-spin correlations
In this case, for each σ, the amplitude can be cast into a 2× 2 matrix:
(MIIσ )λ1λ2 = αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
( 〈σ; +〉 〈σ〉C
〈σ〉C 〈σ;−〉
)
with 〈σ〉C ≡ −R(sˆ) s2θ f(θ)σβf , (46)
and the 〈σ;λ〉 defined in (34). With the polarization density matrices for the two
photons:
ρ˜ =
1
2
(
1 + ζ˜2 −ζ˜3 + iζ˜1
−ζ˜3 − iζ˜1 1− ζ˜2
)
, ρ =
1
2
(
1 + ζ2 −ζ3 + iζ1
−ζ3 − iζ1 1− ζ2
)
, (47)
the polarization-weighted squared matrix elements can be obtained by 21∣∣MIIσ ∣∣2 = Tr [MIIσ ρ˜MII †σ ρT ] . (48)
The amplitude squared for each σ can be expanded as
∣∣MIIσ ∣∣2 =
(
αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
)2{
Aσ1 (1 + ζ2ζ˜2) +A
σ
2 [(ζ1ζ˜1 − ζ2ζ˜2) + (ζ3ζ˜3 − ζ2ζ˜2)]
+Bσ1 (ζ2 + ζ˜2) + B
σ
2 (ζ1ζ˜3 + ζ3ζ˜1) +B
σ
3 (ζ3ζ˜3 − ζ1ζ˜1)
+Cσ1 (ζ1 + ζ˜1) + C
σ
2 (ζ3 + ζ˜3) + C
σ
3 (ζ1ζ˜2 + ζ2ζ˜1) + C
σ
4 (ζ2ζ˜3 + ζ3ζ˜2)
}
,
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where the polarization coefficients are given by
Aσ1 =
1
4
(|〈σ; +〉|2 + |〈σ;−〉|2 + 2 |〈σ〉C |2) ; Aσ2 = 12 |〈σ〉C |2 ,
Bσ1 =
1
4
(|〈σ; +〉|2 − |〈σ;−〉|2) ; Bσ2 = 12 ℑm[〈σ; +〉 〈σ;−〉∗] ;
Bσ3 =
1
2
ℜe[〈σ; +〉 〈σ;−〉∗] ,
Cσ1 = −
1
2
ℑm[(〈σ; +〉 − 〈σ;−〉) 〈σ〉∗C ] ; Cσ2 = −
1
2
ℜe[(〈σ; +〉+ 〈σ;−〉) 〈σ〉∗C ] ;
Cσ3 = −
1
2
ℑm[(〈σ; +〉 + 〈σ;−〉) 〈σ〉∗C ] ; Cσ4 = −
1
2
ℜe[(〈σ; +〉 − 〈σ;−〉) 〈σ〉∗C ] .(49)
We note that Bσ2,3 are related to the observables in the interference between the
amplitudes with different photon helicities requiring linear polarizations of the col-
liding photon beams, and that the observables Cσi are due to interference with the
QED continuum.
5.3.2. Identical photon helicities: final fermion spin-spin correlations
In this case, for each λ, the amplitude can be cast into a diagonal 2× 2 matrix:(MIIIλ )σσ¯ = αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
( 〈+;λ〉 0
0 〈−;λ〉
)
, (50)
where 〈±;λ〉 are defined in (34). The polarization density matrices for the two
final-state fermions are
ρ¯ =
1
2
(
1 + P¯L −P¯T eiα¯
−P¯T e−iα¯ 1− P¯L
)
, ρ =
1
2
(
1 + PL PT e
−iα
PT e
iα 1− PL
)
. (51)
Here, PL and P¯L are the longitudinal polarizations of the fermion f and antifermion
f¯ , respectively, while PT and P¯T are the degrees of transverse polarization with α
and α¯ being the azimuthal angles with respect to the production plane. For each λ,
the polarization-weighted squared matrix elements are 21
∣∣MIIIλ ∣∣2 = Tr [MIIIλ ρ¯T MIII †λ ρ] =
(
αmf
√
sˆ
4πv2
)2{
Dλ1 (1 + PLP¯L) +D
λ
2 (PL + P¯L)
+PT P¯T [D
λ
3 cos(α− α¯) +Dλ4 sin(α− α¯)]
}
,(52)
where
Dλ1 =
1
4
(|〈+;λ〉|2 + |〈−;λ〉|2) ; Dλ2 = 14 (|〈+;λ〉|2 − |〈−;λ〉|2) ;
Dλ3 = −
1
2
ℜe (〈+;λ〉〈−;λ〉∗) ; Dλ4 =
1
2
ℑm(〈+;λ〉〈−;λ〉∗) . (53)
The quantities Dλ3,4 are related to the observables coming from the interference
between the amplitudes with different fermion helicities, for which we need to de-
termine the transverse polarizations of the final fermions.
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5.3.3. Observables
We consider two categories of cross-sections, according to the final-state fermion
helicity σ or the initial-state photon helicity λ:
dΣˆX
dcθ
≡ βfNC
32π
(αmf
4πv2
)2
(X+ +X−) ,
d∆ˆX
dcθ
≡ βfNC
32π
(αmf
4πv2
)2
(X+ −X−) , (54)
where X± = Aσi , B
σ
j , C
σ
k , D
λ
l . In this way, we can construct more than 20 indepen-
dent observables. It can be shown that half of the observables are CP-odd using
Eqs. (31) and (32), see Table 1. We refer to Ref. 18 for some numerical examples of
the observables ΣˆX and ∆ˆX in the processes γγ → τ+τ− and γγ → t¯t.
Table 1. The CP and CPeT parities of the cross-sections.
A type [CP,CPT˜] B type [CP,CPT˜] C type [CP,CPT˜] D type [CP,CPT˜]
ΣˆA1 [+,+] ΣˆB1 [−,−] ΣˆC1 [−,+] ΣˆD1 [+,+]
ΣˆA2 [+,+] ΣˆB2 [−,+] ΣˆC2 [+,+] ΣˆD2 [−,−]
ΣˆB3 [+,+] ΣˆC3 [+,−] ΣˆD3 [+,+]
ΣˆC4 [−,−] ΣˆD4 [−,+]
∆ˆA1 [−,−] ∆ˆB1 [+,+] ∆ˆC1 [+,−] ∆ˆD1 [−,−]
∆ˆA2 [−,−] ∆ˆB2 [+,−] ∆ˆC2 [−,−] ∆ˆD2 [+,+]
∆ˆB3 [−,−] ∆ˆC3 [−,+] ∆ˆD3 [−,−]
∆ˆC4 [+,+] ∆ˆD4 [+,−]
6. Conclusions
The capability of controlling polarizations of the colliding photons makes the PLC
an ideal machine for probing CP properties of neutral spin-zero particles. To il-
lustrate this capability, we have investigated the neutral Higgs-boson sector of the
MSSM in which interesting CP-violating mixing could arise via radiative corrections.
First we have considered CP violation in inclusive s-channel Higgs production and
constructed three asymmetries AHi1,2,3 for each Hi. And we have presented a gen-
eral formalism for analyzing CP-violating phenomena in the process γγ → f¯ f by
exploiting controllable beam polarizations and possibly measurable final-fermion
polarizations. We have shown that one can construct more than 20 independent
observables for each decay mode and half of them are CP-odd.
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